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ABSTRACT

This paper is intended to be the first part in a series of a research
work related to the alternating current machine when its stator and
rotor phase windings are connected in series. Procedures have been
established-based on the generalized machine theory-for handling a
general machine with an m-phase stator and m-phase rotor under
balanced or unbalanced excitation. An additional transformation
matrix has been used to solve the linear voltage equations which
contain time-varying coefficients. A better understanding of the
energy conversion process in such machines has been achieved.
The comparison between the theoretical and experimental results
shows the validity of the presented analysis.

KeyW07"dS: Electrical Machines, Polyphase series connected ac
machines, Reference Frame Transformation
Generalized machine theory, Energy conversion.

INTRODUCTION

The series connected m-to-m windingmachine is practically an ac machine
withm-phases on the stator connected in
serieswith m-phases on the rotor via sliding
contacts. Each two series connected phases
becomeone winding of periodically varying
inductance during the steady state
operation. This is the reason behind the
name"parametric machine" usually found in
the literature [1-4]. The connection of
phases is carried out as follows: the stator
phase number 1 is connected with the rotor
phasenumber 1, the stator phase number 2
is connected with the rotor phase number
rn, the stator phase number 3 is connected
withthe rotor phase number m-I, and so on
until finally we fmd that the stator m-th
phase is to be connected with the rotor
phase number 2. By this sequence of
cOlmectionwhen this machine is fed from
balanced supply, two rotating fields are
establishedin the air gap:
• a forward rotating field owing to the

stator normal connection and,
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• a backward rotating field due to the
sequence of rotor connection.
Each one of the two fields rotates with

an angular speed equal to the supply
angular frequency. The two fields will be in
synchronism if, and only if, the rotor
angular speed is equal to twice the supply
angular frequency in the forward direction.
This case of operation is compatible with the
condition of energy conversion [5].Because
the rotor neither slips behind the rotating
field nor be in synchronism with it, such a
machine is neither induction machine nor
synchronous one. This machine can be
operated as a generator when a suitable
capacitor bank is connected across its
terminals and the rotor is driven by means
of a prime mover [6]. In this mode of
operation, the frequency of the output
voltage is equal to half the rotor electrical
angular frequency.

It is clear that the nature of electric
connection in such machines draws our
attention towards the symmetrical
component transformation. The analysis
presented in this paper involves:
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Since the machine 1S symmetric the
resistance per phase is the same for the
three phases, then RA = RB= Rc = Rs where
Rs is the stator resistance per phase.
Similarly for the rotor Ra = Rb = Rc = Rr
where Rr is the rotor resistance per phase.
That is to say that Rs and Rr can be written
as : Rs = RsU3 and Rr = RrU3 where U3 is 3 by
3 unit matrix.

The inductance matrices Lss and Ler

which will specify the self and mutual
inductances of the stator and rotor windings
are of the forms:

ss [Ls + Lms
L = - O.5Lms

- O.5Lms

- the mathematical model in terms of a set of
variables before and after the symmetrical
component transforrnation,

- the variable coefficient transformation
without losing the essential information.

.. the effect of transformation on the
electromgnetic torque and,

- the agreement between theoretical and
experimental results.

THE 3 TO 3 SERIES CONNECTED PHASE
AC MACHINE

Figure 1 shows the proper connection of
phases in our case which can be made in a
3 phase wound rotor induction motor. The
voltage equations for the stator and rotor
winclings can be written in the following
matrix form :

Before generalizing the treatment, the 3
phase series connected ac machine will be
discussed. Saturation is not included.

Vr = {Rr+ Lrrp} Ir+ P {Us Is} (2)
where the stator voltage column, rotor

voltage column, stator current column and
rotor current column matrices are:

Vs = {Rs+ Lssp} Is + P {LsrIr} (l)
where Ls, L•.are the stator and rotor leakage
inductances per phase and Lms, Lmrare the
stator and rotor magnetizing inductances
per phase. The mutual inductance between
the stator and rotor will take the form :

where M is the maximum value of the
inductance between a stator phase and a
rotor phase when e between them is zero.
The matrix Us is the transpose of Lsr.
Now the machine under consideration has
six-phase voltage equations given by
Equations 1 and 2. However, it can be
described by three voltage equations only
because of the series connection. The three
voltage equations are: VAa= VA+ Va , VBc= VB
+ Vc , VCb= Vc + Vb

When the machine is fed from balanced
sinusoidal supply then, these voltages can
be written in the form of :

Vs= [VAVBVc] t

V" = [VaVbVcIt

Is = [ iAiBic ] t

Ir = [ iAic iBIt

and the suffix t means the transpose of the
matrix.

ABC: stator
abc: rotor

tJ

El

[CaSe cos(e + 21t / 3) cos(e + 41t / 3)]
Lsr = M (cosa - 21t /3) cos a costa + 21t /3)

costa - 41t /3) cos(a- 21t /3) cos a

(5)

]'igure 1 Connection of phases in a 3 to 3 series
connected phase ac machine
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VAa= -.12 V cos (CO t+ q) v)

VBc= -.l2VcoS(COHq)v-2tr/3) (6)

VCb= -.12 V cos (co t+ q) v +2 tr 13)
Also the currents can be written in the form:

iA= -.12 I cos (CO t+ q) i)

is = -.12 I cos (CO t+ q) i - 2 tr 13) (7)

ie = -.12 I cos (CO t+ q) i + 2 tr 13)

Where the phase angles q) v and q) i
are measured from an arbitrary reference,
The electrical equation of motion will be:

v = Z[ (8-a)
and the mechanical equation of motion will
be:

relations given by Equation 10 we come to
the following voltage equation:

V cos (COt + q) v) = R I cos (COt + r/> i) + j COL

I cos (co H q) i) + {j (3/2) COLmI cos (COH q) i) +

j 3coM I cos (8-COt+q)i)} (11)

In which the first two terms of the right
hand side represent the resistance and
leakage reactance voltage drops while the
last two terms between brackets play the
role of the back EMF (-E).
It is also possible to write this equation in
the following phasor form where B = 2 CO t
in case of steady operation

where V represents: [VAa VSc VCb]l and I
represents:
[iAill ic), J is the inertia, TLis the load torque
and Te is the developed torque. The
impedance matrix Z will be :

Te - TL = J8 (8-b) V 1 q) v = R I 1 q) i + j CO L I 1 q) i + (-E 1r/> e)

and(-E/!e)={j(3/2)coLmI I!i+j CO (3M)

I/.=4>i} (12)

where:
R=Rs+Rr, L=Ls+ Lr, and Lm= Lms +Lmr

in which:

ZII=(Rs + Rr) + (Ls + Lr ) P + (Lms+ Lmr) P + 2
M P cos e

ZI2=u.n=2MPcos (8 -2 tr 13) - 0.5 (Lmr+ Lmr)P
ZI3=23J=2MPcos(8+2;'Z' 13) - 0,5 (Lms+ Lmr)P
Z22=(Rs+Rr)+(Ls+Le)P+(Lms+Lmr)P+2MPcos
(O+2n/3)

Z23=232 = 2 M P cos (i/) - 0.5 (Lms+ Lmr)P
Z,l:\= (Rs + Rr) + (Ls + Le) P + (Lms+ Lmr)P + 2
MPcos(B-2tr/3) (9)
This means that :

The phasor diagram shown in Figure 2
for motor mode; where the input phase
current I is taken as reference axis i.e.

Equation 12 is rotated by q) i in the

clockwise direction. The angle between (-E)
and V phasors is the torque angle 5 .

I l"~Terel'l( a

"'vi ''<Pv-oPi

Pei ""<pc"" "'i
-"(-EJ

_----.i(1.:=J)w'-m1
, .i '" I T

\
\

_. __ .'

v

(10)

VA,= 211iA+ Zl2 is + Zl3 ic
VB= 221iA+ 222 is + Z23 ic}
VCb= 231iA+ Z32 is + Z33 ic

Figure 2 Phasor diagram

By substituting the values of impedances
(Equation 9), currents (Equation 7) and
voltages (Equation 6) in anyone of the three

The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3
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the matrices to be diagonlized. Thereby the
equations can be reduced to a set which can
be solved independently. An appropriate
transformation is used to diagonaIize the
parameter matrices using the techniques
given in [7-9]. Owing to the nature of the
machine under consideration the
symmetrical component transformation will
be used (suffix p will be used for the positive
sequence, n for the negative sequence and z
for the zero sequence).

(16)

(17)

Torque
The electromagnetic torque can be

obtained from the following equation:

(13)

Substituting the currents from Equation 7,
mutual inductances from Equation 5 and
simplification then the torque equation is
reduced to:

Te = -4.5 M 12 sin {le - 2 UJt) - 2 ,pi} (14)

It is clear· that for any value of Q) the
average value of the electromagnetic torque
is zero except when e = 2 co t. As mentioned
in the introduction this machine can operate
as an electromechanical energy converter if
the rotor angular speed is equal to two times
the angular frequency of the stator current
(motor mode) or if the frequency of the
induced voltage is equal to half the rotor
angular speed (generator mode). Note the
presence of (2 t/J i) in the torque expression
14 and in the phasor diagram of Figure 2.

Owing to the space dependent factor
contained in Lsr and Us the mathematical
model of Equation 8 contains nonlinear
differential equations with time varying
coefficients. In most cases the solutions to
these differential equations cannot be
affected directly. Fortunately techniques
have been developed [7,8,9] which do permit

SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT
TRANSFORMATION

If V = C V', and I = C I', then, V' = C-I V
and I' = C-1 I where V and I are defined in
Equation 8.a V' is the column [VpVnVzltand
I' is the column lip in iz]t i.e the positive,
negative and zero sequence voltages and
currents. The matrix C takes the form:

1

(15)

where a = exp (j2 7l" /3)
For this transformation matrix C-I = Ct*
where * denotes the conjugate. It is now
desired to effect the transformation of the
Equation 8-a as follows:

V' = C-I V = C-I Z I
V' = Col Z Cl'
V' = Z'I'
where Z' = Col Z C is the transformed matrix
which takes the following form after
multiplication and simplification:

[z ~r Z'12 Z 131
z'= Z~1 Z~r Z23

Z~l Z~2 Z33

where:
Z'sr = (Rs + Rr) + (Ls + Lr) P + 1.5 (Lms + Lmr) P;
Z'33 = (Rs +Rr) + (Ls +Lr) P;
Z'12 = 2 M P exp (je); (18)

Z'21 = 3 M P exp (-j e); and,
Z'13 = Z'23 = Z'31 = Z'32 = 0
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Te=j( 1.5)M{i*pinexp (j B) - ip i'n exp (-j B)} (20)

Te = 0.5 [It* (aL/ aB) r], I = C l' , I' = Col I, It*
= It" Ct'

EFFECT OF SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT
TRANS-FORMATION ON TORQUE

The effect of symmetrical component
transformation on the electromagnetic
torqueis obtained using the toque equation:

(22)

o

exp(j8 / 2
o[eXP(j8 / 2

D= 0
o

Equation 20 can be reduced to equation
14 by considering a symmetric machine fed
from balanced supply.

ip = (""3/;/2) I [cos (cot+ <Pi)+ j sin (cot+ <Pi))
in= (""3/;/2) I [cos (cot+ <Pi)- j sin (cot+ <Pi)]

in Equation 20 where i*p = in and i*n= ip,

torque expression becomes:

The previous equation is a real quantity.
The following instan-taneous symmetrical
commponents ipand in:

Te = j (1.5) M {Pn exp (j B) - i2pexp (-j B)} (21)

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT
TRANSFORMATION

The set of voltage equations given by
Equation 19 still involves variable
coefficients owing to the factor of the form p
{3 M exp (.±j8)}.In the simple case of
rotation at constant speed 8 = 2 co,these
equations are linear, with time - varying
coefficients. since a general solution of such
equations is unknown, some additional
progress towards a solution by means of
introducing a new transformation is needed.
The additional transformation matrix is
denoted by 0 and is of course a function of
8. the transformed quantities will be the
forward and backward components in the
form of : if = ip exp (-j8/ 2) and ib= inexp
(j8/2). Note that the forward and backward
currents have the same amplitude as the
sequence components from which they are
derived, only the frequency is different. For
these quantities a reference frame {RF}is
assumed as shown in Figure 1 The reference
frame {RF}rotates with co in the forward
direction in space. The matrix 0 (for which
0-1 = Ot*)will be :

(19)

(19-a)
or,in matrix form :
[V'] :: [Z'J[i']

thismeans that:
Vp= Z'sr ip+ Z'12 in;
Vn= Z'21 ip+ Z'sr in and
Vz = Z'33 iz

It is noted that, contrary to both
synchronous and asynchronous machines,
each of the positive and negative sequence
quantities is dependent on each other. It is
noted also that due to the lack of coupling
between stator and rotor zero sequence
systems, they do not share in the process of
energy conversion. Moreover, the zero
sequence current is unique in the machine
and circulates through a closed circuit
composed of both the stator and rotor
\vindings.A rather interesting result is the
unusual way in which the angle B enters
into Vp and Vn. It is noticed that the
(positive/ negative) sequence current
induces a voltage of the form P {3Mexp (+
j en in the equation of the
(negative/positive) sequence voltage. This
means that each kind of sequences acts
with the help of the other and not lonely (as
amemberof a team) in energy conversion.

whichmeans that:
Te = 0.5 {It'* Ct'* (aL/ aB) Cl}

After substitution with the appropriate
values and simplification this torque
expressionbecomes:
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Applying this transformation on Equation
19-a then:

Te = 0.5 I t''* G I" (32)

[V"] = [Z"][I"] (23)
where:
V" = 0-1 V' = [VfVbVzIt, I" = 0-1 l' = [ifibizlt
and Z" = {D-I Z'D}

where G is the followingmatrix:
G = Dt* E 0 (33)

After substituting the relevant values
and simplification the torque expression
becomes:

The fOl"VlTard,backward and zero voltage
equations can be written as follows:

Te = j 1.5 M{i*fib- i*bif} (34)

j 1.5 (,,)L
n,

3 M

.i '" L10:
(24)

(25)
(26)
(27)

which becomes:

[Z~r 3MP

Z" =, 3MP Z~r
o 0

Vf= Z'sr if+ 3 M P ib
Vb = 3 M P if + Z'sr ib
Vz = Z'33 iz

Observe that, the additional
transformation has removed the angular
dependence 8 while the zero sequence
system does not change. Remembering
that, the rotor circuit is fed directly from
the supply voltage like the stator, the
corresponding forms of Equations 25-27
under steady state sinusoidal excitation
result by replacing P by jw as follows:

Vf= (R+ jw L+ j 1.5 w L m) ir+ j3 w M ib (28)
Vb= j 3 wMif + (R + jw L + j 1.5 w Lm) if (29)
Vz = (R + jw L ) iz (30)

The set of voltage equations (28-30) may
be represented by a set of equivalent circuits
as shown in Figure 4.

TORQUE IN TERMS OF FORWARD AND
BACKWARD CURRENTS.

The torque Te in terms of forward and
backward components will be of the form :

R j '" L.

c=J J:v

z i;:

Figure 4 The proposed equivalent circuit of the ac
machine with stator and rotor 3 phases
connected in series.

It is also noted that, the backward field
induces voltage by mutual induction in the
circuit of the forward voltage and the
forWardfield induces the same voltage in the
circuit of the backward voltage. The coupled
circuit representation is used in Figure 4
because each circuit cannot act without the
other.

THE D-Q MODEL
The d-q model can be derived directly

from the forward and backward components
as follows:

Vdq= H-I Vfb= {H-I ZfbH} H-! ifb

Te = 0.5 {It"*[Dt*E 0] I'} (31)
where H is the transformation matrix:

where E = Ct'* (aLl aB) C
which leads us to the followingvery simple
form:

(35)
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(37)

which gives the same value obtained from
Equation's 14, 20 and 34. This is obtained
bysubstituting:

This is why other researchers handled
such machine as if it were a synchronous
machineof hypothetical saliency.

The matrix C Equation 15 will be m x m
matrix in which the first row is:
(l/"m) [aim a2m a3m ... amm]

the second row is :
(l/"m) [alm-I a2m_1a3m_1... amm-I]

the third row is :
(1/ "m) [a1m-2a2m_2a3m_2... amm_2]
and so on until the m-th row which is:
(l/"m) [all a21 a31 ... amI]
where a = exp U2 rc/m).

In this case we will find m sequence
system. The first sequence and the sequence
number (m-I) only share in energy
conversion. 'The zero sequence here is the
m-th sequence. The symmetrical component
transformation reveals an impedance matrix
Z' Equation 17 of the elements Z'11= Z'(m-ll(m.
1)= (Rs +Rr) + (Ls+ Lr)P + (m/2)(Lms + Lmr)P,Z'
I(rn-I)= m MP exp U8),Z'(m.ll1=m MP exp (-j8)
and Zmm= (Rs +Rr) + (Ls + Lr)P only while
other elements are zero. this means that
only the first, the (m-I) and the m-th
sequence systems are found. This needs an
additional matrix 0 of m rows and m
columns. In this matrix the diagonal
contains only the elements 0II and
o (m-IHm-l)are the same as in Equation 22
while the element Ommis one.

The forward, backward and zero voltage
equations will be:

(36)

(38)

[Z~r +3MPo

thenZ dq = H-I Zlb,H will be

andthe torque becomes:

T=3Midiq

TORQUE IN TERMS OF D-Q TERMS:
From Equation 32 it is possible to write

torqueequation as follows:
T ,= 0.5 I t"'* [H t* GH] 1'''

while the result of multiplication between
brackets is :

Lj = (1/"2) (if+ ib) and,
iq = (1!'J2) (-j if + jib)
in Equation 38.

respectively, where m 1S still the original
number of phases.

These equations can be represented by
the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5.
Torque Equations 14,20 and 34 and 38 will
be:

T = (m2/2) I2 M sin {(8- 2 o:>t)- 2 <Pi} (43)
T=(m/2)M[i*m-2b expU8)-iti*m-2exp(-j8)] (44)
T = m M if ib (45)
T = m M id iq (46)

THE GIt~NERALIZED MACHINE

The generalized machine consists of a
stator (likewise . the rotor) which has m
identical coils per pair of poles located
around the air gap periphery which are
spaced a = 2 rc/m electrical degrees apart (m
~ 3). Also the machine is assumed to be of
non-salient pole type with a uniform air gap.
The resistance parameter matrices may be
written directly as Rs Umfor the stator and
RI' Um for the rotor where Umis m x m unit
matrix.The inductance parameters matrices
possess cylindrical symmetry [11]. The
mutual inductance between the stator i-th
coiland the rotor k-th coil can be defined by
theelement:

Vf = Z'11 if + m M P ib
Vb= m M P if + Z'22 ib
Vz = Z'mrnirn

(40)
(41)
(42)

L"ik = Mcos {8+ (k-i) a} (39)
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the phasor diagram of Figure 2, Figures 6
(a, b, c and d) show both computed and test
results of the input current I (Ampere),
power factor angle <j> (degrees), the output
torque T (N.m)and the input power Pi (watt)
respectively versus the torque angle 8
(degrees).

Figure 5 The equivalent circuit of the generalized
machine.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
In order to prove the validity of the

presented analysis, the theoretical results
were compared with previously made
experimental results in Alexandria
University [4]. In these experimental study a
three phase slip ring induction motor (its
design data are given in the Appendix) was
used as a test motor after connecting its
stator and rotor phases in series according
to the sequence drawn in Figure 1. Input
power, input current, applied voltage,
output torque and speed were measured for
different loads. The developed torque can be
calculated from any torque expression given
in this paper. By subtracting the mechanical
losses the output torque can be computed.

For certain load the power factor is
known from the measured input power,
current and voltage. According to this power
factor and the applied voltage the equivalent
circuit of Figure 3 can be solved to get the
current and the input power. The torque
angle 0 can be obtained theoretically from

CONCLUSIONS
The general machine theory was applied

to the ac machine when the stator phases
are connected in series with the rotor
phases in a certain sequence. Symmetrical
component transformation was performed to
show that:
contrary to the conventional poly phase ac
machines the positive sequence system
depends on the negative sequence system
and vice versa. The two systems look like
two coupled circuits where each circuit
current induces voltage by mutual induction
in the other circuit. The zero sequence
system is unique in the machine and is not
torque producer. Torque is produced due to
the interaction between the
(positive/negative) current and the flux of
the (negative/positive) current. The problem
of variable coefficient was solved by means
of the forward and backward transformation.
Both forward and backward components
depend on each other. The very simple d-q
model shows why other researchers surmise
that it looks like a synchronous machine of
hypothetical saliency. This machine exhibits
the characteristic of synchronous machine:
by increasing load the torque angle
increases keeping speed constant. The
presented analysis agreed with the
previously published experimental study.
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Figure 6 Theoretical and experimental results
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NOMENCLATURE

V :voltage,volt
IorI :current, ampere
R :resistance, ohm
L :inductance, henery
p :operator
M :maximumvalue of mutual

inductance, henery
Z :impedance, ohm
<tJ :phase angle, degree
() :spaceangle, degree
Ii :torque angle, degree
(i) :angular frequency, rad/sec

Suffixes:
s:stator
r :rotor
ss :stator self.inductance
IT :rotor self inudctance
m :magnetizing inductance

APPENDIX

The test slip ring induction motor is of
the followingdata:
Power 2.2 KW , frequency: 50 Hz, four
poles.
stator : 380 V , V-connected ,3.6 A, Rs =
2.1 n/phase ,
Rotor : 328 V , Y-connected , 4.2 A , Rr =
1.96 n/phase ,
M = 0.169 H
stator to rotor tums ration = 1.16.
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Lms = 0.196 H
Ls = 0.012 H
Lmr = 0.146 H
Lr = 6 X 10-4 H
Lss = Ls + Lms = 0.208 H
Lrr == Lr + Lmr = 0.1466 H
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